**Stewards' Report**

**Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 11 December 2019**

**WEATHER:** Fine  
**TRACK:** Good  
**KENNEL TEMPERATURE:** 18 degrees

**TIME KENNELS CLOSED:** 6.00pm  
Stewards: Mr C Martins, Mr C Kerr, Mr M Pascoe  
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr S Wu  
Veterinary Assistant: Ms T Oxenham  
Lure Driver: Mr J Brooks

**REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS:** Race 12 VAGABLONDE (30.0kgs)

**SCRATCHINGS:** Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:

- **Injury:** Race 3 & 8 NIPPER HOOK (10/12)
- **Ineligible:** Race 8 SHOTGUN SALLY (9/12)
- **Seasonal:** Race 6 UNO CARLA (10/12)
- **Transferred:** Race 12 LOTS OF SPOTS (10/12)

**SAMPLES TAKEN:** Race 1 MAID OF ARGYLL, Race 2 FREDDY BE COOL, Race 3 SHINBONER GLORY, Race 4 CHIMERA MONELLI, Race 5 WEST ON JACK, Race 9 PIXIE MONELLI.

**STEWARDS ADVICE:** In order to accommodate early arrivals at the track, kennelling was opened at 4.45pm to enable greyhounds to be kennelled into the air conditioned building.

The Heat Policy was applied to tonight's race meeting. Several measures were taken to limit and moderate all greyhounds' exposure to these conditions. These included but were not limited to, greyhounds went straight to the starting boxes for all races (no parading), greyhounds did not return to the dais after racing, greyhounds were held in the air-conditioned kennels for at least 20 minutes after competing; under the observation of the O.T.V, greyhounds were not loaded into their transport vehicles until leaving immediately thereafter, barking muzzles are fully prohibited in greyhound racing and ample hydration and cooling practices were implemented both at kennelling time and during the race meeting. No cases of Heat Stress were reported to Stewards or signs of distress, due to the heat, were observed by the O.T.V.

As a result of the heat policy being applied, no pre-race sampling was carried out.

All races tonight were conducted with the finish on lure system.

Routine maintenance was undertaken on the Cannington Track on Tuesday December 10. It was deep raked to a depth of 70mm, then bladed and rolled to reconstitute the racing surface.

On the 6th December 2019, Trainer Mr G King advised Stewards that CHIEF OF STAFF had pulled up with a left hindleg - fibula fracture, following the running of race 1 at Greyhounds WA Cannington on the 4th December and further advised that CHIEF OF STAFF would be out for approximately 12 weeks.

**Race 1 - Maiden/Country/380 - Maiden - 6:36 PM**

(380M): SHE'S A WILDLING began quickly. COMPENSATION began slowly. TRANSPIRE & MAID OF ARGYLL collided soon after the start. MAID OF ARGYLL & SHE'S A WILDLING collided on the first turn. CHAROS REWARD & BUSHMAN'S POPPY collided on the first turn. COMPENSATION checked off the heels of BOOMBY'S ME MUM on the first turn. TRANSPIRE checked off the heels of SHE'S A WILDLING on the second turn. SHE'S A WILDLING, CHAROS REWARD & BUSHMAN'S POPPY collided on the second turn. SHE'S A WILDLING checked off the heels of CHAROS REWARD on the second turn. BOOMBY'S ME MUM & KYLIE'S CROWN collided on the second turn. KYLIE'S CROWN shifted out and raced wide approaching the home turn. BOOMBY'S ME MUM checked off the heels of SHE'S A WILDLING on the home turn. KYLIE'S CROWN checked off the BOOMBY'S ME MUM approaching the finishing line.

**Race 2 - Novice/Country/380 (1) - Novice - 7:04 PM**

(380M): FREDDY BE COOL began quickly. BE THE BOSS & JIMMY JUNIOR began slowly. CHAROS HOPE checked off the heels of FREDDY BE COOL & collided with KINGSBRAE MADAM on the first turn. CHAROS HOPE lost ground. CHAROS HOPE & JIMMY JUNIOR collided on the first turn. KID FABIO & CHICAGO NIGHTS collided on the first turn. CHAROS HOPE checked off the heels of KINGSBRAE MADAM in the back straight. CHAROS HOPE & KINGSBRAE MADAM collided in the back straight. CHAROS HOPE raced wide on the home turn.

KINGSBRAE MADAM was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
Race 3 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:24 PM
(380M): SHINBONER GLORY began quickly. AZZARO & CROWN Vinnie collided soon after the start. FLYIN' RYAN & SPACE GHOST collided soon after the start. AZZARO checked off the heels of SPACE GHOST soon after the start. FLYIN' RYAN, SPACE GHOST & CROWN Vinnie collided on the first turn. CROWN Vinnie checked off the heels of JONCRAIGLE on the first turn. AZZARO checked off the heels of FLYIN' RYAN approaching on the second turn. AZZARO & CROWN Vinnie collided on the second turn. ZIPPING KRECH checked off the heels of EM'S LIL GEM in the home straight.

Race 4 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 7:43 PM
(520M): CHIMERA MONELLI, BENTLEY MONELLI & KIRRA MONELLI began quickly. WEST ON OLVEE began slowly. SANDMAN MONELLI & STEVE MONELLI collided soon after the start. ALL ZIPPED UP & ALWAYS THE GROOM collided approaching the first turn. SANDMAN MONELLI, STEVE MONELLI & ALL ZIPPED UP collided approaching the first turn. ALWAYS THE GROOM checked off the heels of BENTLEY MONELLI on the first turn. STEVE MONELLI checked off the heels of ALL ZIPPED UP on the first turn. SANDMAN MONELLI & ALL ZIPPED UP collided several times on the first turn. STEVE MONELLI & WEST ON OLVEE collided on the first turn. STEVE MONELLI & ALWAYS THE GROOM collided at the catching pen. SANDMAN MONELLI shifted in and inconvenienced ALL ZIPPED UP in the back straight. STEVE MONELLI & ALL ZIPPED UP collided on the home turn.

Race 5 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/520 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:00 PM
(520M): HELLO I'M KEV & HELLO I'M DOM began slowly. WAGTAIL CUMIN & CANDY SHOP collided soon after the start. CANDY SHOP & HELLO I'M BUGSY collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M KEV & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the first turn. CANEY SHOP & HELLO I'M BUSGY collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M BUGSY checked off the heels of CANDY SHOP on the first turn. HELLO I'M BUGSY, HELLO I'M KEV & HELLO I'M DOM collided at the catching pen. HELLO I'M DOM checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BUGSY on the second turn. HELLO I'M DOM lost ground. WEST ON JACK raced wide in the back straight. INVERSION & WAGTAIL CUMIN collided on the third turn. INVERSION & WEST ON TINY collided on the home turn.

Race 6 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 8:22 PM
(520M): GIRLS WITH CURLS, WEREWOLF MONELLI & AMAZING FUN began quickly. SKETCHY SOLO & PURE BLING began slowly. HELLO I'M GISELE & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided soon after the start. GIRLS WITH CURLS & WEREWOLF MONELLI collided soon after the start. BEDELIA WAY checked off the heels of GIRLS WITH CURLS soon after the start. BEDELIA WAY & HELLO I'M BIGGIE collided approaching the first turn. GIRLS WITH CURLS & PURE BLING collided on the first turn. PURE BLING checked off the heels of AMAZING FUN on the second turn. BEDELIA WAY raced wide in the back straight. AMAZING FUN & PURE BLING collided approaching the third turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:37 PM
(380M): DOUBLE TALKIN' & SMURF began quickly. UNO LOZZA & SMURF collided soon after the start. FEELIN' ALRIGHT & TOMBSTONE BOY collided soon after the start. DOUBLE TALKIN' & SMURF collided on the first turn. SWEET TREAT & FEELIN' ALRIGHT collided on the first turn. SWEET TREAT & TOMBSTONE BOY collided on the first turn. SWEET TREAT & SMURF collided on the back straight. SMURF lost ground. FRENANDO STEALTH & TOMBSTONE BOY collided approaching the second turn. TOMBSTONE BOY checked off the heels of UNO LOZZA approaching the second turn. SMURF tailed off due to injury approaching the home turn. DOUBLE TALKIN' & FEELIN' ALRIGHT collided on the home turn & approaching the finishing line.

FELLIN' ALRIGHT was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. A post race veterinary examination revealed that SMURF had a Right Hindleg Gracilis M. Injury (Back M.) and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 8 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 8:52 PM
(380M): MISS MINI MION began quickly. ZIPPING JULIET began slowly. WINLOCK TWISTY & SIZZLING SHANE collided soon after the start. ZIPPING JULIET checked off the heels of PLAIN CRACKER on the first turn. PLAIN CRACKER checked off the heels of DISCOUNTER in the back straight. SIZZLING SHANE & SHIFTY ACE collided on the second turn. SIZZLING SHANE lost ground. SIZZLING SHANE checked off the heels of DISCOUNTER approaching the home turn. WINLOCK TWISTY checked off the heels of SIZZLING SHANE on the home turn.
Race 9 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 9:07 PM
(520M): SNICKERS MONELLI & PIXIE MONELLI began quickly. SKETCHY KIRKS & MERCEDES MONELLI began slowly. REDCAP MONELLI checked off the heels of PIXIE MONELLI & collided with ZACK MONELLI soon after the start. SNICKERS MONELLI checked off the heels of PIXIE MONELLI on the first turn. SKETCHY KIRKS & MERCEDES MONELLI collided on the second turn. SKETCHY KIRKS faded in the home straight.

SKETCHY KIRKS was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 10 - Novice/Country/380 (2) - Novice - 9:27 PM
(380M): OXLEY MISSILE & MOMENT TO TWELVE began quickly. ON THE GO & TALKING TOMMY collided soon after the start. TALKING TOMMY checked off the heels of PANACEA on the first turn. SHOWING & ON THE GO collided heavily on the first turn, SHOWING lost ground. OXLEY MISSILE & PANACEA collided approaching the home turn & home turn.

Race 11 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 9:49 PM
(275M): DIAMOND GEORGE, BLUE JAY WAY, TOMMY TURBO & BUCK MACKAY began quickly. SHELBY LADS & PINCH ME began slowly. PINCH ME & TOMMY TURBO collided soon after the start. BLUE JAY WAY & YUNDERUP SNOW collided approaching the first turn. DIAMOND GEORGE & BLUE JAY WAY collided approaching the first turn. YUNDERUP SNOW & PINCH ME collided approaching the first turn. DIAMOND GEORGE & BUCK MACKAY collided on the first turn. BLUE JAY WAY & BUCK MACKAY collided approaching the home turn. SHELBY LADS & BUCK MACKAY collided approaching the home turn. PINCH ME & BUCK MACKAY collided on the home turn.

Race 12 - Mixed 5/6/Country/275 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:09 PM
(275M): QUARA'S BETH began quickly. DIABLO STAR began slowly. FUN AND GAMES & QUARA'S BETH collided soon after the start. VAGABLONDE & BERGKAMP collided soon after the start. VAGABLONDE lost ground. BONASERA & GO GO DANCER collided soon after the start. BERGKAMP & FUN AND GAMES collided soon after the start. FUN AND GAMES lost ground. FUN AND GAMES, BONASERA & GO GO DANCER collided several times soon after the start. BERGKAMP checked off the heels of QUARA'S BETH on the first turn. BERGKAMP & GO GO DANCER collided on the first turn. DIABLO STAR raced wide on the home turn.

FINAL.